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Abstract
The Information Retrieval Anthology, IR Anthology for short, is an endeavor to create a comprehensive collection of metadata and full texts of IR-related publications. We report on its first release, the use cases it can serve, as well as the challenges lying ahead to develop it towards a resource that serves the IR community for years to come. The IR Anthology’s metadata browser and full text search engine are available at IR.webis.de.

1 Introduction
The development of technology for information retrieval was one of the first goals, right at the outset, of the digital revolution. As World War II came to an end, Vannevar Bush (1945) proposed in his landmark article “As We May Think” that scientists, who had succeeded in dramatically extending the capabilities of the human senses through dedicated instruments and our abilities to manipulate the physical world, should now turn their attention to accomplish the same for the human mind. Describing what later came to be known as “information overload,” Bush observes:

“There is a growing mountain of research. [...] The investigator is staggered by the findings and conclusions of thousands of other workers—conclusions which he cannot find time to grasp, much less to remember, as they appear. [...] The difficulty seems to be, not so much that we publish unduly in view of the extent and variety of present-day interests, but rather that publication has been extended far beyond our present ability to make real use of the record.”

He envisions in remarkable detail how the aforementioned scientific achievements could be implemented to tackle this problem:

1Quotes taken from a reprint of the original article [Bush, 1996].
“Consider a future device for individual use, which is a sort of mechanized private file and library. It needs a name, and to coin one at random, ‘memex’ will do. A memex is a device in which an individual stores all his books, records, and communications, and which is mechanized so that it may be consulted with exceeding speed and flexibility. It is an enlarged intimate supplement to his memory.”

The memex became real in the form of personal computing devices coupled with the World Wide Web, and its envisioned key functionality as an extension of the human mind is largely driven by IR technology. However, despite this success, we are still fighting information overload, which, in IR terms, often boils down to finding new ways to distinguish what is relevant from what is not for a given “information need.” Compiling the Information Retrieval Anthology could be seen as a “self-referred” contribution in this regard. The IR Anthology is supposed to collect all kinds of information retrieval research to make IR scholars’ daily lives a bit easier. The first version of this anthology has been accepted as a demo at SIGIR 2021 [Potthast et al., 2021].

After reviewing related work in Section 2, Section 3 outlines the current building blocks of the IR Anthology, Section 4 makes the case for an initiative to experiment with and develop new IR technology specifically for the anthology, Section 5 reviews potential goals for future development, and Section 6 discusses organizational matters.

2 Related Work

In a recent SIGIR Forum opinion article, Hiemstra et al. [2021] make the case for “Transitioning the Information Retrieval Literature to a Fully Open Access Model”, observing that various research communities thrive on such a setting. The ACL Anthology, which for nearly two decades has maintained an open archive of the computational linguistics and natural language processing literature published at various venues, is exemplary in this regard and serves as the main inspiration and basis for this initiative. After reviewing related endeavors from the ACL Anthology and its offspring projects, we present a wider context of scholarly information utilities, both generic and specific to other fields. Table 1 compares a selection of popular services.

The ACL Anthology is an online platform that provides a curated collection of publications from the areas of computational linguistics and natural language processing [Gildea et al., 2018]. Organized as a table-based overview, it provides easy access to publication lists by venue, year, or both. The ACL Anthology’s open archives have inspired a prospering ecosystem of research projects on academic literature search and exploration, among them the ACL Anthology Searchbench [Schäfer et al., 2011], LT Expert Finder [Fischer et al., 2019], NLP Scholar [Mohammad, 2020b,a], NLPEXplorer [Parmar et al., 2020], and Talk to Papers [Zhao and Lee, 2020]. Due to its commitment to open-access, the ACL Anthology can implement powerful search features using nothing more than a general-purpose web search engine’s site-operator. Beyond targeting literature exploration itself, projects built on the ACL Anthology have investigated scientometric research questions analyzing large-scale and long-term trends in NLP research [Mohammad, 2019] or temporal bias in citation patterns [Bollmann and Elliott, 2020]. Such studies are of interest to the IR community as well [Hiemstra et al., 2007], and we hope that the IR Anthology corpus

---

2The related work section is borrowed from Potthast et al. [2021].
3https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/
A number of services implement search in scientific publications, of which Google Scholar is the longest established, with the most comprehensive index [Gusenbauer, 2019; Harzing, 2019]. Other contenders include Microsoft Academic\textsuperscript{4} based on a large-scale entity graph [Sinha et al., 2015], Arnetminer [Wan et al., 2019], Semantic Scholar, and the associated Semantic Scholar Open Research Corpus of 80 million publications [Lo et al., 2020]. More specialized search engines focus on dataset retrieval [Akujuobi and Zhang, 2017; Brickley et al., 2019] for instance, or, as of recently, search in publications hosted at the Internet Archive [Newbold, 2021].

Notable among a great variety of other academic information utilities are bibliographic databases such as DBLP [Ley, 2009] (whose open metadata supports our efforts) as well as crowdsourced “folksonomy-style” [Benz et al., 2010], and personal bibliography alternatives such as Mendeley [Henning and Reichelt, 2008; Zaugg et al., 2010] and Zotero. ResearchGate and Academia.edu address, at least in part, a similar purpose but are academic social networks in first place [O’Brien, 2019; Jordan, 2019]. Preprint servers have long been an important part of the open-access ecosystem: the originally physics-focused arXiv [Taubes, 1993] has been active for three decades, its offshoot Computing Research Repository (CoRR) [Halpern, 2000] for two. Much of other fields’

\textsuperscript{4}Microsoft Academic will be discontinued soon: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/academic/articles/microsoft-academic-to-expand-horizons-with-community-driven-approach/
bibliographic information resides in large centralized databases (e.g., MEDLINE for the life sciences [Arms, 2000]) while an endeavor like The Mathematics Genealogy Project sets itself apart with a unique focus on student–advisor relations, tracing who taught whom throughout math history [Coonce, 2004; Jackson, 2007; Mulcahy, 2017].

3 Bootstrapping the IR Anthology

Four key elements form the basis of the ACL Anthology’s success: (1) its unified collection of bibliographic metadata, and (2) its complete collection of full texts, which both (3) cover the vast majority of relevant publications, and which (4) can be searched with the most recent state-of-the-art retrieval technology. Their scale of operations demands for a centralized web service. To achieve a comparable success with the IR Anthology within the IR community, each of the above elements is essential. In order to bootstrap a “minimum viable product” within a reasonable time frame, the first edition of the IR Anthology harnesses many existing services.

Bibliographic Metadata  Compiling reliable bibliographic metadata is a laborious task. In this regard, we are indebted to the DBLP computer science bibliography, which serves as the primary source of the IR Anthology’s collection. Seeking to connect to their service, the IR Anthology links its users to it, so that it could be maintained metadata-wise as a DBLP subset of venues with an IR focus. The DBLP provides their complete collection not only via their website, but also as XML data dumps, which is parsed for relevant venues and their associated publications’ metadata. An automatic import of new venues from DBLP as well as an upgrade of existing metadata is facilitated by tailored scripts. Nevertheless, it is likely that the DBLP does not cover every last venue of interest to the IR community, so that future editions of the IR Anthology will have to combine external and own metadata. Perhaps such venues can eventually be fed back to DBLP so as to improve their record for posterity. At the time of writing, the IR Anthology covers about 41,500 metadata records across 22 venues.

Full Text Corpus  Equipped with the bibliographic metadata of a large number of venues with IR focus, we set out to collecting their full texts. Starting with Webis-CSP-15, a corpus compiled as part of previous work on scholarly search by Hagen et al. [2016], and by searching for and crawling publications available online, a full text coverage of about 88% could be reached. Completing the corpus, however, may take considerable more time than it took to reach this level of coverage, since many papers are not easily accessible via our universities’ libraries or in digital form. In this regard, data donations from the IR community can help closing the gap.

This corpus cannot be openly shared with the IR community since the copyrights of most publications within prevent that. This is a significant limitation compared to the ACL Anthology, where the full texts of all papers are openly accessible. If Hiemstra et al.’s recently proposed move to adopting an open access publication model at IR venues takes hold, this will rectify the problem for future publications. Whether past publications would be covered as well remains questionable.

Coverage of IR Publications  The question of which publications should be included in the IR Anthology is currently answered as follows: all publications which have been published at one
of the 22 venues (16 conferences and six journals) which are dedicated to IR or at which IR-related contributions are frequently published, e.g., in dedicated tracks.

Deciding which venues to include or exclude when compiling a field-specific literature collection is called “field delineation,” an important task within the science studies [Zitt et al., 2019]. To obtain an initial set of publications, the fastest route presented itself in the form of exploiting an existing classification system covering leading IR venues. The list is not yet exhaustive, and we have already been made aware of a number of missing venues, as well as some (national) conferences and workshops organized by local IR societies.

The world is not black and white, and there are many more publications and venues related to IR. Likewise, not all publications published at venues currently included are related to IR since these venues sometimes organize tracks from different fields. Eventually, a decision must be made for every candidate venue/publication; before, however, all candidate venues/publications have to be discovered by applying further heuristics from science studies: next to exploiting existing classification systems, extracting results from generic scholarly search engines, and analyzing the bibliometric network of the publications already included. Altogether, a publication qualifies for inclusion if it contributes to IR, be it explicitly, or implicitly.

**Full Text Search** Though sharing the full text corpus is currently out of the question due to copyright restrictions, this fact is no roadblock for the IR Anthology to be just as useful to the IR community as the fully open access ACL Anthology is to the ACL community. Note that, in most cases, links alongside each publication point to its publisher’s site as well as to generic scholarly search engines. A publication may be rather close at hand to an IR Anthology’s user, either through their university’s subscription or via author-supplied versions on personal web pages. The latter type of source can be systematically crawled, and corresponding links can be added directly to the IR Anthology. In addition, a full-text search engine can be built to enable focused retrieval within the IR Anthology’s corpus.

To provide for a first basic search engine for the IR Anthology, we employ ChatNoir [Potthast et al., 2012; Bevendorff et al., 2018]. Originally developed as a reproducible baseline search engine for the ClueWeb09, the ClueWeb12, and the Common Crawl, ChatNoir’s distributed Elasticsearch backend also enables the inclusion of other kinds of indexes. The full text corpus of the IR Anthology has been indexed, exposed via an API endpoint as well as a dedicated version of ChatNoir’s web interface found at IR.chatnoir.eu. Before indexing, the PDFs of the publications were converted to plain text using GROBID [2008-2021]; as a retrieval model, ChatNoir employs BM25F [Robertson et al., 2004] including the fields title, abstract, and full text body, where matches in titles and abstracts are weighted higher than in bodies. For publications where full texts could not be obtained as of yet, only their titles and, if available, their abstracts were indexed.

In its current form, neither ChatNoir’s index of the IR Anthology nor its corresponding interface are competitive with a hypothetical site-search via a commercial search engine as exemplified by the ACL Anthology, nor with a more tailored, custom-built scholarly search engine. This limitation may delay the adoption of the IR Anthology by the IR community as a go-to resource for scholarly search. However, we plan to set up an open research environment for the development and incorporation of new search engines, not just of our own design, but also engines contributed by interested community members.
**Metadata Browser** To enable browsing the IR Anthology, we are indebted to the ACL Anthology, both for providing an excellent example to emulate and for sharing their entire tried-and-tested code base open source. The IR Anthology’s website is based on that of the ACL Anthology. Though the initial plan was to keep changes to an absolute minimum in order to easily pull upgrades from the ACL Anthology’s developer team as they appear, and to feed back bug fixes, unfortunately, this goal could not be achieved due to limitations of extensibility and modularity of the original code base. The current processing pipeline thus constructs the IR Anthology’s website from scratch by obtaining the latest metadata for the venues covered by DBLP and by converting it into the format required by the IR Anthology’s variant of the ACL Anthology’s website. To streamline this process, a corresponding command line utility has been developed.

4 **IR4IR: Information Retrieval for Information Retrieval**

Due to the non-open-access reasons outlined before, one cannot rely on existing commercial search engines to query the IR Anthology. While developing and hosting an own (both effective and efficient) full text search engine should not be underestimated, this effort is less of a problem for researchers working in IR. Taking a shortcut, the search infrastructure underlying the ChatNoir research search engine has been extended to also index the IR Anthology. But ChatNoir should not be considered a serious contender for searching, for instance, the ACL Anthology since a commercial search engine usually provides a shorter turnaround time and hence better timeliness—along with more sophisticated retrieval models. This also means that the limitations imposed on the IR Anthology by being barred from openly sharing its underlying full texts is only partially overcome by ChatNoir in its current form: it has not been designed with scholarly search in mind.\(^5\)

Perhaps the idea of building a single scholarly search engine for the IR Anthology is misguided. Playing to the IR community’s strengths, we should build many to choose from right away. To facilitate this goal, a next step on the roadmap to maturing the IR Anthology may be the organization of the shared task “IR4IR: Information Retrieval for Information Retrieval.” The copyright protections of the full texts may not be an issue for such a shared task, after all. For instance, the MIREX shared task (Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange)\(^6\) has been using copyright-protected collections of music from the start. Instead of distributing the data, the organizers asked the participants to submit working software.

Software submissions—albeit long-established also at non-IR shared task, such as the International SAT Competition on satisfiability of formulae in propositional logics—take a toll on task organizers’ work overhead. To reduce this overhead, we develop the TIRA Integrated Research Architecture [Potthast et al., 2019], a cloud-based shared task platform which implements the evaluation-as-a-service paradigm [Hopfgartner et al., 2018]. It may serve as a basis to give participants of the IR4IR shared task self-service processing access to the full text corpus of the IR Anthology while preventing leakage. Using the ACL Anthology’s open access corpus of full texts for indexing. The full texts of the IR Anthology can be provided to everyone who already owns a copy of them, which may well be the case for commercial (scholarly) search engines. As many active members of the IR community work at the respective companies, this may facilitate such an agreement. Finally, the possibility of enlisting a commercial search engine as a paid contractor has also not been explored yet.

\(^{5}\)Technically, a site-search by commercial search engines may be possible via an exclusive exchange of full texts for indexing. The full texts of the IR Anthology can be provided to everyone who already owns a copy of them, which may well be the case for commercial (scholarly) search engines. As many active members of the IR community work at the respective companies, this may facilitate such an agreement. Finally, the possibility of enlisting a commercial search engine as a paid contractor has also not been explored yet.

\(^{6}\)https://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/MIREX_HOME
texts, training data can be provided which is on the order of magnitude of the IR Anthology’s full text corpus, and which is pretty similar to what can be expected in the latter. The integration of the resulting search engines into the IR Anthology can be easily done if their authors are willing to provide a unified API and documentation. We hope that members of the IR community will pick up this challenge: there are many academic and commercial frameworks, libraries, and tools out there that may be used to establish a state-of-the-art scholarly search with an IR focus.

5 Use Cases and Future Challenges

The basic use case of the IR Anthology in its current form is the same as that of the ACL Anthology: a unified metadata collection serves scholars as a source for reliable and well-maintained bibliographic data, and a full text search engine enables focused and high-precision retrieval. Both improve current best practices in the sense that bibliographic metadata of poorer quality may get used less, and that more in-depth related work research can be done by authors as well as by reviewers. In our opinion these two benefits alone justify the expense.

Nevertheless, the IR Anthology has the potential to serve more purposes. In what follows, we collect extensions and use cases related to searching the IR Anthology, to covering more IR-related resources, and to harnessing it as a resource for teaching and learning IR.

5.1 Advanced Search and Indexing

Boolean Retrieval  Scholarly search in the IR Anthology can be supported by a number of advanced search operators beyond basic keyword search. These include basic and advanced Boolean retrieval operators, some of which are already supported by ChatNoir’s Elasticsearch backend, whereas others may require specialized retrieval models and indexes. The importance of Boolean retrieval for scholarly search should not be underestimated: many scholarly search tasks are high-recall tasks, if not total recall tasks. Developing and maintaining Boolean queries that capture publications related to a certain sub-field of IR thus appears to be a worthwhile goal, especially for scholars who have a long-lasting interest in a given sub-field. Using more sophisticated algorithms, the process of formulating such queries may be supported or even automated, e.g., by deriving key queries for a given set of relevant publications [Hagen et al., 2016].

Question Answering and Conversational Search  At the other end of the “recency spectrum” (compared to Boolean retrieval) are neural retrieval models. Among others, they are employed for tackling passage retrieval with applications in question answering, and, building on top of that, conversational search assistants. Equipped with a sophisticated question answering system, the IR Anthology would be accessible through new ways of interaction. Moreover, the application of conversational AI in professional contexts appears to present a number of unique challenges compared to consumer uses, such as answering complex questions, mining and retrieving scientific arguments [Wachsmuth et al., 2017; Stede and Schneider, 2018; Balog et al., 2020], and leading a conversation about a given IR topic.
Expert Search and Reviewer Assignment  Besides scholarly search in IR with relation to the search for related work, also the search for IR experts on a given subject can be supported by the IR Anthology. This pertains to journal editors searching for an expert as a candidate reviewer for a submitted article, as well as to program committee chairs who need to recruit reviewers for specialized conference tracks or workshops. In this regard, the assignment of reviewers to submitted papers at a conference might be supported as well. The ACL community has recently accomplished this task in collaboration with Semantic Scholar.\footnote{https://acl2020.org/blog/conflict-of-interest/}

Query by Example  Reviewer assignment is related to querying by example, where the example is a to-be-reviewed paper, and the retrieval results correspond to people whose publication record features the most closely related work, disregarding the submitted paper’s authors. Processing example queries in the form of publications, or even sets of publications, has other use cases when it comes to updating a previously undertaken related work search after a couple of years with the newest publications. Here, recommender systems or the aforementioned approach to compute key queries can be employed. If personal accounts were implemented at the IR Anthology, scholars may be automatically notified of newly arriving publications closely related to their own previous work and/or interests. Finally, another query-by-example application is the analysis and search for text reuse [Hagen and Stein, 2011; Hagen et al., 2017].

Modeling IR Research  Despite being unable to share the full texts themselves, sharing derived data and models is a distinct concept. In this regard, training (and/or fine-tuning) a (transformer) model based on the IR Anthology enables participants in an IR 4 IR shared task to build advanced retrieval systems that are tailored to IR—instead of having to rely only on generic embedding models. Besides, such models may also serve various further purposes outlined below, especially with respect to teaching and learning IR, as well as with respect to literature analyses.

5.2 Coverage of IR Publications and Resources

Field Delineation through Citation Network Analysis  The task of field delineation (to decide whether a given publication should be included in the IR Anthology or not) does not need to be a binary decision. Including only the publications of a selected set of venues yields a subset of all publications with a “sufficient” relation to IR, whereas, as a heuristic to construct a super set of all IR-related publications, one might consider a collection of all publications that have been cited by or that cite at least a given number publications already included. Such a “citation hull” of the IR Anthology very likely contains many rather unrelated publications, though. If indexed as part of its search engine, they would reduce retrieval precision compared to a more focused collection. In the anthology search engine, however, publications found outside the “core set” of publications covered by the IR Anthology may be indicated or offered as a search facet, enabling scholars to filter and contextualize their search as needed.

Monographs and Textbooks  Two important types of publications presently not covered by the IR Anthology include monographs in the form of textbooks but also dissertation and habil-
Citation theses. The latter are typically published at the author’s university and often available online; still, collecting the theses of all authors whose work addresses information retrieval aspects may be a Herculean task in itself. Nevertheless, it is an interesting endeavor, not only for the sake of completing the IR Anthology’s coverage, but also to trace the genealogy of student–advisor relations throughout IR’s history, or to envisage the development of certain research strands. As a shining example in this respect, the Mathematics Genealogy Project of Coonce [2004] stands out, which traces back the genealogy of math scholars throughout its long history.

Textbooks, although they cannot be openly shared as well, may still be easier to collect, especially since some of the IR-related book series have previously been made publicly available for free for a limited amount of time.

Blog Posts, Society Reports, and Web Pages  Quite a number of IR scholars have been and continue to engage in blogging about their subjects of interest. Like in letters to the editor at journals, blog posts contain personal opinions and comments on current developments, as well as additional context and background both from a publication’s authors and its readers. When lost, they may leave gaps in the record of the development of a particular sub-field of IR. Similarly, the business communications compiled as newsletters and reports of the various IR societies all over the world may shed light on the development of (parts of) the IR community.

Besides blog posts, all kinds of web pages are cited as sources in publications, whereas link rot ensures that most URLs eventually become unavailable, some already shortly after the paper has been published. Given the full texts of the IR Anthology, the URLs might be retrieved and then linked to their archived version at the Internet Archive’s Web Archive. This way, if one finds a defunct URL within a publication, there is a chance that the original page can still be retrieved. Likewise, also the websites and web pages of IR events such as conferences and workshops often go missing after the event has passed. Following up on a past conference, though not a routine task, would be easier if the respective web pages were also archived.

Publication Artifacts, Software, Datasets, and Presentation Material  Empirical research, which makes up for the vast majority of research in IR, hardly ever results in self-contained publications. To reproduce them, one requires certain number artifacts, including datasets and software. These artifacts are still not necessarily provided alongside a given publication. Recently, a trend throughout computer science has emerged both to recognize extra efforts made by authors, and to make reproducibility a part of peer review. The ACM meanwhile adopted an additional way of recognizing well-crafted reproducibility through its Artifact Review and Badging program,\(^8\) which has just now also been introduced as an optional additional review round for publications published at major IR venues.\(^9\) By way of awarding badges to publications that successfully pass an additional, post-acceptance evaluation for reproducibility, these publications serve as examples to emulate. The IR Anthology can support this initiative by tagging its publications and by providing links to, or even archiving the artifacts associated with a given publication.

Another artifact that goes along conference publications includes the material that authors prepare for on-site/online presentation, including talk slides, posters, and, in times of COVID-19,
a significant amount of pre-recorded videos. Linking or archiving this presentation material will give readers an easier time to follow up on others’ research.

**Shared Tasks and Leaderboards** Not least, shared tasks as one of IR’s primary evaluation events are of special interest to the IR Anthology as well as to the IR community. Ever since the TREC conference has been organized for the first time, shared tasks have been key to IR progress. However, just as with other conferences and workshops, the web pages on which shared tasks are announced and where results are reported disappear frequently after the event has passed. A collection of all shared tasks that have been published throughout IR’s history would enable scholars to follow up on progress on certain tasks of interest. Moreover, if all of a shared task’s underlying artifacts were archived alongside the web page itself, scholars would have an easier time following up as well as “participating” or “replaying” afterwards. In this regard, again, the ACL community can serve as role model, where Sebastian Ruder has started the initiative “NLP Progress”, compiling the community resources for some of the most important NLP tasks, and how well authors claim to have solved them.

5.3 Teaching and Learning IR

**Lecture Notes, Tutorials, and Videos** Apart from serving scholarly research, the IR Anthology should also be harnessed for teaching and learning IR. Including teaching material, such as lecture slides, slides of tutorials given at conferences, and potentially associated video lectures would provide both teachers and students of IR with a diverse and rich resource. Shared teaching material may as well be a way of harmonizing the curriculum of foundational and advanced lectures. Conceivably, exchanging also exercises used in basic tutorials held as part of lectures, as well as examination material in the form of question catalogs and exercises is possible.

**Terminology and Writing Support** Scholarly newcomers to the research field of IR face the burden of learning what basically amounts to “a new language.” The terminology that emerges as part of a specialized research field is often opaque to outsiders; in order to write and converse at a professionally recognized level with established scholars, newcomers need to catch up. In this regard, foundational textbooks serve as the initial guide, yet, a glossary of IR terminology, derived from the collected publications of the IR Anthology, would help to speed up and possibly provide for an even more diverse set of views and definitions. With the support of text mining technology, an initial glossary may be (semi-)automatically compiled.

Furthermore, writing down IR research in a way conforming to expectations of reviewers, even if one looks up the terminology, is still a challenge for newcomers that requires training. Here, based on the full texts compiled for the IR Anthology, tailored writing support technology may be devised. Services like the Netspeak search engine can be used to index common phrases found throughout the IR Anthology, enabling IR-specific wordsmithing [Stein et al., 2010]. For instance, which of the two phrases would an IR scholar consider as being more commonly used: “recall and precision” or “precision and recall”?11

10 [http://nlpprogress.com/](http://nlpprogress.com/)
11 Take a guess, then see here: [https://netspeak.org/#q={precision+and+recall}](https://netspeak.org/#q={precision+and+recall}).
Full Text Translations To further lower the barrier of entry into IR, and to broaden accessibility in general, the strong advances in machine translation of recent years may be exploited by automatically translating the full text corpus of the IR Anthology into different languages, as well as non-English IR publications to English (e.g., for the francophone CORIA conference).

5.4 Literature Analysis and Introspection

The IR Anthology enables literature analysis of information retrieval at scale. The SIGIR demo paper introducing the IR Anthology also showcases a corresponding analysis, modeling the most widespread topics found throughout the IR literature and their trends over the years Potthast et al. [2021] Many more such analyses are conceivable.

6 Organization

The opportunities and goals outlined in the previous section must be taken with a grain of salt. Developing the IR Anthology and its search engine to maturity already poses quite a challenge, let alone inventing and developing more advanced technologies on top of it. The IR Anthology is currently hosted at GitHub within a dedicated organization. Its underlying code is open source, so that future developments may involve volunteer contributions. We are committed to the IR Anthology, but that is not to say that we aim at monopolizing it. It is perfectly alright, for example, for community members to host mirrors. The governance model of the IR Anthology may follow that of the ACL Anthology or that of journals, and be sponsored by an IR society and/or by a committee of senior community members.

Recruiting volunteers to help out building and maintaining the IR Anthology is a key goal, especially when considering the aforementioned additional use cases that it might support, or the future challenges. To involve the community, social media channels as well as IR-related mailing lists are of help; a key step towards raising attention to the IR Anthology is the planned IR4IR shared task. We foresee continued commitment on our part for the time being and will try to combine the development of the IR Anthology with ongoing and future (funded) projects. This pertains especially to the development of an advanced search infrastructure as well as science studies. In this respect, collaborations with other community members, e.g., within joint proposals, may become an interesting option.

A key long-term maintenance task is the addition of new conference proceedings to the IR Anthology as they are published. For conferences covered by the DBLP, this boils down to running a number of scripts to update the anthology’s metadata. For conferences not covered by the DBLP, the metadata must be created manually. Obtaining the associated full texts may require more effort, unless conference attendees can be convinced to share access to their copy of the proceedings. Should the IR Anthology gain sufficient importance, conference organizers themselves may want to ensure a timely addition of their respective event’s proceedings. Streamlining this process and its robustness, and minimizing its overhead is key to sustainability.

https://github.com/ir-anthology
7 Conclusion

The IR Anthology may become an important addition to the already rich set of IR resources, in case the outlined challenges can be met. Especially improving accessibility to its proprietary full text corpus through tailored search engines is an important next development step. We hope the IR community will pick up the challenge of developing their own dedicated systems to solve information retrieval for information retrieval. Maybe there’s even one among them who manages to get past the last IR conundrum: “Das, was man sucht, findet man immer erst zum Schluss.”
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